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With the recession looming over
Digital Preservation (Library of Congress)
Home page for the National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) at the Library of Congress, a collaborative effort dedicated ...
About the Program - Sustainability of Digital Formats - Partners
www.digitalpreservation.gov/ - 15k - Cached - Similar pages

Sustainability of Digital Formats: Planning for Library of ...
May 21, 2007 ... The Digital Formats Web site provides information about digital content formats.
www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/ - 9k - Cached - Similar pages
More results from www.digitalpreservation.gov »

Digital preservation - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Feb 23, 2009 ... Digital preservation is the management of digital information over time. Preservation of digital information is widely considered to require ...
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_preservation - 82k - Cached - Similar pages

Digital Preservation
DIGARCH funds cutting-edge research in digital preservation with emphasis on digital repository models; tools, technologies, and processes; ...
www.diglib.org/preserve.htm - 32k - Cached - Similar pages

Digital Preservation Management Resources
The Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) is pleased to be the host institution for the Digital Preservation Management ...
www.icpsr.umich.edu/dpm/ - 5k - Cached - Similar pages

Digital Collection Management [OCLC - Products and Services]
A central registry of digital preservation masters. Search for, and find, digitally preserved
OAI-ORE solution

• OAI-ORE provides standards to
  – Describe an aggregation of web resources
  – Provide boundaries for an aggregation
  – State the relationships between aggregated resources

• OAI-ORE uses existing web standards and technologies

• Example application: improve web search
OAI-ORE solution

• Resource Map (ReM) describes the aggregation
  – Has a URI (new resource)
  – May express relationships and properties pertaining to all aggregated resources
  – Contains metadata about the ReM (e.g., who created it, when it was last modified, etc.)
  – Machine readable (serialized as Atom XML, RDF/XML, RDFa, n3, turtle, and other RDF serialization formats)
Example ReM

http://www.openarchives.org/ore/1.0/primer.html
Atom XML ReM Serialization Example

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<atom:entry
    xmlns:dcterms="http://purl.org/dc/terms/"
    xmlns:atom="http://www.w3.org/2005/Atom"
    xmlns:ore="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/"
    xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/">

    <!-- About the Aggregation for the ArXiv document -->

    <!-- This Atom entry describes a specific ORE Aggregation -->
        rel="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/describes"/>
    <atom:category term="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/Aggregation"
        scheme="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/" label="Aggregation"/>
    <!-- The Aggregation aggregates ... -->
        rel="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/aggregates"
        title="[astro-ph/0601007] Parametrization of K-essence and Its Kinetic Term"
        type="text/html"/>
        rel="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/aggregates"
        title="Parametrization of K-essence and Its Kinetic Term" type="application/pdf"
        hreflang="en"/>
        rel="http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/aggregates"
        title="Parametrization of K-essence and Its Kinetic Term" type="application/postscript"
        hreflang="en"/>

    <!-- Metadata about the Aggregation: title and authors -->
    <atom:title>Parametrization of K-essence and Its Kinetic Term</atom:title>
    <atom:author>
        <atom:name>Hui Li</atom:name>
        <atom:email>lihui@somewhere.cn</atom:email>
    </atom:author>
</atom:entry>
```

http://www.openarchives.org/ore/1.0/primer.html#Serialization
Black hat: http://img.webpronews.com/securitypronews/110705blackhat.jpg
Virus image: http://polarboing.com/images/topics/misc/story.computer.virus_1137794805.jpg
Web Infrastructure
WI capture of web page
Warrick: Crawling the crawlers to reconstruct entire web sites

http://warrick.cs.odu.edu/
Web $\xrightarrow{Pull}$ WI
Pre-ORE
Pre-ORE

ORE
Can we harness the web community to curate ReMs?

- Anyone can create a ReM
- ReM’s aggregated resources may change
- Aggregated resources may go 404
- Aggregated resources may move location
- Humans are better at resolving these problems than computers
Many people doing a little work = curation on a grand scale
Original URL is 404:
ReMember Prototype

Resource Not Found

Digital Archiving - Developing Policy And Best Practice Guidelines At The National Library Of Australia
author: Gatenby, Pam

Please help us find a current version of the missing resource above using the search engine of your choice. Click on a search engine below to begin your search. Use any keywords you think useful to perform your search. We suggest the title of the resource, the author, or any other metadata that is available.

1. Google
2. Yahoo
3. Live Search

Did you find a current version of the missing resource?  Yes  No  I'm not sure

Done
None of these results are a proper replacement.
See if this is the correct resource
Digital Archiving — Developing Policy And Best Practice Guidelines At The National Library Of Australia

By Pam Gatenby, National Library of Australia

1. Introduction

The main focus of my presentation is the business model the National Library of Australia has put in place to archive digital on-line publications. I’ll explain the strategic framework and rationale for the approach we are currently taking; the processes we follow and then outline areas we are addressing to ensure cost-effective and workable solutions to providing long-term access to digital publications.

Like most national libraries, the National Library of Australia has responsibility for collecting, preserving and making available the published national output. It accepts that this responsibility extends to digital publications in all forms.

We have been archiving Internet Australian publications since 1996 when the PANDORA project was established. PANDORA stands for Preserving and Accessing Networked Documentary Resources of Australia. Through this project we have been working at two levels to develop our strategy for providing long-term access to Australian on-line publications — at the conceptual level to establish the standards, technical, and business requirements for a durable, robust archive; and at the practical level to actually start building an archive of titles. This now numbers 450 titles which includes some very complex ones which have provided us with significant technical challenges, and many which are gathered on an on-going basis.

At the Library we attach great importance and value to the "hands-on" approach and to collaborative effort. After an initial period of intensive discussion and grappling with issues back in 1995, we decided that the only way to make progress was to actually start doing something in order to learn through experience and to develop our ideas further. The progress that the PANDORA project has made since that time is a tribute to the intelligence, perseverance and dedication of a small team of staff who have worked closely together on many difficult issues. PANDORA was launched based on a set of basic software tools developed in-house, and a modest level of staffing funded from recurrent budget. This approach has had some inherent operational frustrations but has allowed us to test and refine our theoretical principles.

2. Strategic framework for digital archiving implementation

The Library’s overall approach to managing the archiving and preservation of digital publications and to providing access to them, takes place within a
What if Resource is found on “live” Web?

1. Update ReM to point to new location
2. Push live version to WebCite

Digital Archiving — Developing Policy And Best Library Of Australia

By Pam Gatenby, National Library of Australia

1. Introduction

The main focus of my presentation is the business model the National Library of Australia's Strategic Framework and rationale for the approach we are currently taking to ensure cost-effective and workable solutions to providing long-term access to digitised materials. Like most national libraries, the National Library of Australia has responsibility for its output. It accepts that this responsibility extends to digital publications in all forms.

We have been archiving Internet Australian publications since 1996 when the PAN Accessing Networked Documentary Resources of Australia project was funded to promote access to Australian scholarly and educational content.
Wiki for revision control
Resource Map Visualization

Key:

1. ◦ Resource is archived for the first time.
2. ● Resource has been significantly changed and re-archived.
3. ○ Resource has changed insignificantly.
4. ▲ Resource has moved to a new URL.
5. ● Resource is no longer accessible on the live Web.
Future Work

• Waiting for ORE to catch on (Version 1.0 just released Oct 2008)
• Will user community adopt ReMember?
• How do we prevent or detect malicious alterations?
• Allow public to add and remove Resources from ReMs?
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